


Announcing The Digital Pioneers, a group exhibition of NFTs powered by SuperRare, framed by 
LAGO hosted by Taglialatella Galleries.  

In collaboration with SuperRare, the pioneering marketplace for curated NFT artworks, 
Taglialatella will showcase a collection of nine different unique NFTs on March 31st in the 
gallery’s flagship location at 229 10th Ave. in Chelsea. On view March 31 - CLOSE DATE TK, The 
Digital Pioneers will displayed by LAGO, the elegant frame designed specifically for digital 
artworks. The works will be available exclusively via SuperRare. 

In The Digital Pioneers, each NFT will be auctioned on SuperRare’s online platform 
https://superrare.com/ and displayed in the dedicated second floor exhibition space where 
guests can view and bid on each NFT in person. 

New NFTs will be minted by three of Taglialatella’s most recognized artists, Logan Hicks, Joe 
Iurato and Shelby & Sandy, and auctioned alongside six NFTs previously sold on SuperRare’s 
marketplace by artists Pak x Sarah Zucker, Coldie, Guido, Dmitri Genesis, Vanarman and 
Osinachi. 

We invite you to join us for an opening reception on March 31st at Taglialatella Galleries, from 6 
- 8 pm, with a VIP Press Preview from 4 - 6 pm at 229 10th Ave. in Chelsea. Please RSVP to the
gallery reception below, or contact Taglialatella Galleries at (212) 367-0881 or
email info@djtfa.com.

ABOUT SUPERRARE 
Founded in 2018, SuperRare is a pioneering, curated marketplace for high quality NFT artworks, 
built on the Ethereum blockchain. More than $240M worth of NFT-based artworks, also known 
as ‘CryptoArt’, have been bought and sold on the platform, with artists earning revenue on both 
original sales and resales. A destination for digital discovery and with the unique proposal of 
only single editions, SuperRare was created with the goal of empowering the next generation of 
artists through technology and has facilitated artists and collectors around the world to sell and 
purchase digital artwork. 
SuperRare recently launched the new $RARE curation token, converting the SuperRare NFT 
marketplace into a community governed network of galleries, decided on by community vote. 
To learn more visit: superrare.com/rare 
Discover more at superrare.com 

ABOUT LAGO:  
LAGO is the most elegant frame for displaying minted artwork. The customizable LAGO frame 
was designed for all types of digital NFTs: layered, 3D motion, generative, augmented reality, 
and music. Compatible with popular wallets, the secure LAGO display has a simple, 
straightforward set-up process so collectors can easily authenticate, display, discover, and 
interact with their collection. LAGO’s unique sculpted frame is optimized for NFTs with its 
square orientation, and the wooden frames work seamlessly with surrounding home decor. 
LAGO allows for unlimited interaction with proof, provenance, and pride. To learn more please 
visit:  lagoframe.com/superrare 
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